A perfectly planned and partially executed Communist plot was unearthed yesterday, THE TICKER. Joseph Vzugashvili Stalin, reported dead on March 7 for the purposes of subversion, was placed by the Party in the Registrar's office, Uptown, to falsify the high school records of "red" sympathizers, allowing them to infiltrate the College.

In an exclusive interview with THE TICKER's Russian correspondent, Stalin, who has shaved his mustache and taken on the alias of Herman Silver, unwittingly confessed, retracted, was placed by the Party in the Registrar's office, Uptown, to falsify the high school records of "red" sympathizers, allowing them to infiltrate the College.

"When the committee asked the $64 question," he said, "I invoked as defense the 14th Amendment of the Constitution, which states, 'No person shall be denied the equal protection of the laws.'" Stalin claimed that he had never been a member of the Communist Party, and that his only involvement was as a student at the College.

The Communist Party plans for its leader went even further than City College, Stalin had been planning to attend college merely until the conclusion of the semester. "One of the students caught infiltrating the College was fat George M. Johnson," a yearbook business manager.

He was then going to retire to a Wisconsin dairy farm until 1958, when he was planning to spend listening to the radio while his college classes were completed. "I'm positive that it was an oriental cockroach which found its way into a hamburger," Professor Samuel told the attentive reporters.

"Stalin, lying before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, presented the fourth annual report of the U.S.S.R. constitution," he said.

Of the investigation of the last week, the Corporation Counsel and City College President Fessell G. Algeo, told the ACE to take any action since section 902 pertains only to the fifth amendment. "I refuse to answer on the grounds that it might tend to incriminate me," Stalin said.

Stalin, who was also a part-time instructor in mathematics at the College, was fired immediately after the Ticker uncovered evidence that Stalin had been planning to attend college merely until the conclusion of the semester. "One of the students caught infiltrating the College was fat George M. Johnson," the yearbook business manager.

He was going to retire to a Wisconsin dairy farm until 1958, when he was planning to spend listening to the radio while his college classes were completed. "Fascism is thicker than water," Professor Samuel said.

"Stalin, lying before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, presented the fourth annual report of the U.S.S.R. constitution," he said.

"I was speechless," said Professor Handstand Samuel. "In my case, it's not at all true." Professor Samuel led a campaign at the College to re-tally the votes of the 1962 presidential election.

Professor Bistro stated, "Ike and Mamie Dick and Pat got in illegally. I will work in the lab all next month, and when my results are compiled I shall go to Washington.

Professor Bistro contends that the Democrats lost the election only because southerners counted.

Bob Chickenfecker, co-chairman of the SDA, said, "After Professor Bistro announced his results, we shall refuse Senator Law Elve-Couple McCarthy's charges that we are infested with homosexuals. I've been looking for a homosexual in our organization for four months now. I haven't found one yet, so there."

"I took a big bite on my hamburger, and before I realized what had happened, it bit back," Professor Samuel said.

"I'm positive that it was an oriental cockroach—it looked at me with slanted eyes," said Professor Samuel.

"Standing in the Biology laboratories, Professor Hugo Ploots licked his chops when he heard of the incident. "It's wonderful," he said. "Doesn't Old Hanstadn realize that cockroaches are a delicacy? I'd give up two students to have one right now."

"Either Boosters get licked or we become Boy Scouts," he proclaimed.

Disone recalled the days before the rise of Boosterism. "A man could concentrate on his studies then. Now, all he ever sees is a pretty smile and an out-stretched hand seemingly saying, 'Boy, I help you?" Disone paused before he proudly continued, "A Gamma Delta never smiles!""

"Plan for the removal of Boostrers from City College are top secret, but a few facts have leaked out. It appears that all the girls will be forced to leave the school within nine months. Disone claims, 'We'll work nights if necessary, but we'll do the job.'"

Meanwhile, Booster's executive board had a conference this morning. Corky Coldbrooker, Booster president, announced that the organization was planning delaying action. "We'll give those hot-heads something to work over," Corky said, "and if she figures in the plot to a large extent..."

The APO-Booster fight is likely to erupt at their co-sponsored dance, Friday afternoon in Oak Hall.

In an effort to remove the girls' service organization from the College campus, APO is gathering its forces for an all-out drive to "Lick a Lolly to a Lolly." There ain't room for both of us," Joe R. Dixone told a reporter.

APO rally in Dog last night. "Either Boosters get licked or we become Boy Scouts," he proclaimed.

Disone recalled the days before the rise of Boosterism. "A man could concentrate on his studies then. Now, all he ever sees is a pretty smile and an out-stretched hand seemingly saying, 'Boy, I help you?" Disone paused before he proudly continued, "A Gamma Delta never smiles!"

Plans for the removal of Boostrers from City College are top secret, but a few facts have leaked out. It appears that all the girls will be forced to leave in an all-out drive to "Lick a Lolly to a Lolly." There ain't room for both of us," Joe R. Dixone told a reporter.

APO rally in Dog last night. "Either Boosters get licked or we become Boy Scouts," he proclaimed.

Disone recalled the days before the rise of Boosterism. "A man could concentrate on his studies then. Now, all he ever sees is a pretty smile and an out-stretched hand seemingly saying, 'Boy, I help you?" Disone paused before he proudly continued, "A Gamma Delta never smiles!"

Plans for the removal of Boostrers from City College are top secret, but a few facts have leaked out. It appears that all the girls will be forced to leave
**Extraordinary Manual**

Artificially Complicated Family Science

Realizes Family Science Doesn't Pay

A Sunday feature of the College, Nick Yaridolph's kids with his son and his son's partner comprise the only City College alumni family to participate. Nick and his partner, who divorced over the summer, have decided to devote their lives to science, and, experimenting with the slightly-known science, they have devised a new method of family realization.

"As it is revealed in the manual, the family comes in many different forms. As it is shown beyond all description, a family that is this family, has been developed by an even æternal system of family science."

Little Yaridolph was in an interesting position, but his wife, who was quite active in the college, explained that it was not necessary to devote their lives to science, but that there were other alternatives to a substitute arrangement. Little Yaridolph had the nerve to tell the truth that there were all enough members present for a quorum. ARDOUS STUDENT COUNCIL.

---

**Schnapps Suspects, Strange Going On**

Professor Woodwind Schnapps, who published the manual, has made a sensational announcement. "City College students have been working on the problem of no family science," he said.

"This year we have decided to devote our lives to science, and, experimenting with the slightly-known science, we have devised a new method of family realization."

"We have found that this family comes in many different forms. As it is shown beyond all description, a family that is this family, has been developed by an even æternal system of family science."

"Little Yaridolph was in an interesting position, but his wife, who was quite active in the college, explained that it was not necessary to devote their lives to science, but that there were other alternatives to a substitute arrangement. Little Yaridolph had the nerve to tell the truth that there were all enough members present for a quorum. ARDOUS STUDENT COUNCIL.

---

**Offer Stupid Students Alpha Sigma's Stigma**

"We have found that this family comes in many different forms. As it is shown beyond all description, a family that is this family, has been developed by an even æternal system of family science."

"Little Yaridolph was in an interesting position, but his wife, who was quite active in the college, explained that it was not necessary to devote their lives to science, but that there were other alternatives to a substitute arrangement. Little Yaridolph had the nerve to tell the truth that there were all enough members present for a quorum. ARDOUS STUDENT COUNCIL.

---

**Cougars**

(Continued from page 3)

"The garden can grow another problem for City College students. June and July will see the Cougars in full swing, again. This year they will be the way of the basketball players!"

"I told the student to go to the City College library and look up the history of the Cougars. Every year since they've been in existence, they've been a strong team, and I wanted to see if he could find anything on the Cougars."

"The student came back to me and said that he was lost. He said that he could find nothing on the Cougars."

"I told the student to go to the City College library and look up the history of the Cougars. Every year since they've been in existence, they've been a strong team, and I wanted to see if he could find anything on the Cougars."

"The student came back to me and said that he was lost. He said that he could find nothing on the Cougars."

---

**Under Shorts**

"The only thing that I can say about the students, is that they are getting their face lifted."

"I was told that the students are getting their face lifted."

"I was told that the students are getting their face lifted."

---

**Seniors!**

Get Your Skullasticus Nooses

Choice of 3 Sizes

LOOSE - SNUG - TIGHT

**Wanted**

Intelligent Student to Help with Fast Withdrawal

Manufacturer's Trade Company

Call Outing 58200

**Wanted**

Intelligent Student to Help with Fast Withdrawal

Manufacturer's Trade Company

Call Outing 58200

---

**Faculty Fired Up Over Pornography**

"We Guarantee You Will Hang Elegantly"
Cagers to Take Over Arena After Area is Fumigated

After two years in exile, City College basketball is coming back to the Garden! That much was certain yesterday after the announcement of the five-day series of games to start tonight.

"We are going back with our heads high, our noses clean, and our palms itchy," declared Dr. Gimmie DesGreen, faculty manager of the basketball program. "We are not going to lose sight of our primary objective in amateur sports—to win, win, win, at any cost.

"Despite the fact that we will probably expand our basketball schedule to about 32 games a season, this is not to be construed as a definite trend toward over-emphasis. We merely hope to rake in a little extra cash for the boys to use as expense money."

As far as the gambling menace at the Garden is concerned, Dr. DesGreen had this to say: "We do get the up -to-the-minute point spread. And every half-hour, Lavender-tinted-carrier pigeons will fly in from the areas direct from the betting commissioner with the latest odds."

"Another move we are planning in an attempt to minimize the betting element," he continued, "will be to bring gambling out into the open so that the spectators can see and condemn the practice if they choose."

"We are going to construct two huge scoreboards in order to provide a public-up-to-the-minute-point spread. And every half-hour, Lavender-tinted-carrier pigeons will fly in from the areas direct from the betting commissioner with the latest odds."

The Lavender Five's return to the Garden Closed As Cleaning-up Process Begins.

Nine Evicts Giants See Ball Problem

With Leo Dursocher's frantic cry of "Wait till next year still ringing in their ears, the City College basketball team hurriedly added housekeeping today in their new home at the Polo Grounds.

This unexpected windfall came as a direct result of the unforeseen sale of the Polo Grounds, thus providing the Lavender base ballers with their first direct line to the New York Giants, once the LewinStadium days. City had been sharing the Stadium with the Royal Canadian Granite Company.

Despite the last-minute switch occurring practically on the eve of the season's opener, City College's meager allotment of baseballs will retain the same. Officials explained that the sale came too late to clear an authorization for more balls through the Mayor's office.

As a result, Coach Kickshin announced yesterday that he would break his team for 200 student managers to patrol the Polo Grounds and make sure that student managers would be called. Kickshin said that the "Chief" wouldn't hurt our gate. Nothing new fire water. "Ugh," said the "Chief," and contemptuously slipped away.

President Allegaroo Confirms Reversal in Athletic Policy

Following the acquisition of Madison Square Garden, the Polo Grounds, and sundry other athletic arenas on the Isle of Manhattan, President Fuell G. Allegaroo confirmed reports yesterday that City College has initiated a complete about-face in athletic policy.

"We are going big-time whole hog," the President announced at a press conference yesterday. "We do get the up-to-the-minute point spread. And every half-hour, Lavender-tinted-carrier pigeons will fly in from the areas direct from the betting commissioner with the latest odds."

"Another move we are planning in an attempt to minimize the betting element," he continued, "will be to bring gambling out into the open so that the spectators can see and condemn the practice if they choose."

"We are going to construct two huge scoreboards in order to provide a public-up-to-the-minute-point spread. And every half-hour, Lavender-tinted-carrier pigeons will fly in from the areas direct from the betting commissioner with the latest odds."

The Lavender Five's return to the Garden Closed As Cleaning-up Process Begins.

Injun Spirits Calm 'Chief'

A bloody, hand-to-hand battle between baseball coach Doll Kickshin and lacrosse mentor "Chief" Buller was narrowly averted last yesterday afternoon.

The furious altercation about both coaches had put in their bid for the use of the newly-acquired Polo Grounds. When the baseballers got the nod, the "Chief" headed toward Kickshin with blood in his eye and three tomahawks in his right hand.

But President Fuell G. Allegaroo placated the infuriated redman with a gallon of 85 proof butler fire water. "Ugh," said the "Chief," and contemptuously slipped away.

I hate sports.